STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
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HOW DO WE DEFINE SCHOLARSHIP?
Although there is no agreed statement on scholarship yet within college higher
education (college HE), Vision West Nottinghamshire College, in partnership with
Birmingham Metropolitan College and Walsall College, has adopted a working
definition below:
Scholarship is the disciplined acquisition of knowledge (through study,
research, synthesis, application, teaching and learning) that drives, informs
and develops the curriculum. It connects theory to practice, using creative
and innovative methods, to inspire and enhance how we teach and how we
and our students learn.

WHY IS SCHOLARSHIP IMPORTANT??
l Enhances your experience as an HE student and develops your ability to
research safely and appropriately.
l Increases your potential to gain employment.
l Supports assignment planning, develops higher-level thinking skills and
can improve your grade profile.
l Encourages complex debate and the development of analytical skills.
l Raises your profile/status as an HE student in the college and wider
community.
l Develops your profile and prepares you for graduate employment.
l Encourages the development of employer links.
l Supports partnership working within sessions and across different
curriculum areas.
l Is viewed as essential for all higher-level programmes within college and
the wider HE community.

Scholarship and research lie at the heart of
higher education.

UK Quality Code
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BOYER’S FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarship at the college is informed by Boyer’s four scholarships model
(Boyer, 1990). All scholarship activities should align with one or more of the four
scholarship areas outlined below.

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF DISCOVERY
The advancement of knowledge, freedom of inquiry and investigation.
l Traditional research.
l Publishing articles in journals, magazines, newspapers etc.
l Speaking/presenting at conferences (or other events).
l Attainment of higher-level qualifications.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship as a student:
l through the use of academic journals
l producing/performing/exhibiting creative work
l presentations based on your own research and applied ethics
l applied interview techniques to support primary research and graduate
employment
l engaging in research/debate/critical thinking in sessions
l utilising research to inform/resolve problem-solving tasks
l volunteering opportunities (to develop/extend knowledge base).

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
Builds bridges between understanding and learning by not only
transmitting knowledge, but transforming and extending it.
l Applying research to develop your knowledge base and inform/enhance
module submissions.
l Designing, developing, testing and implementing new theories and
innovative ideas.
l Peer mentoring for research projects.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship as a student:
l co-producing traditional/action research
l student ‘buddying’ or mentoring system
l becoming a student advocate
l taking responsibility for your own learning, reading/researching around
your subject area prior to timetabled sessions
l engaging with employers on live briefs and/or community projects.
l community-based development projects
l investigating opportunities for work placements; becoming ‘work ready’.
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THE SCHOLARSHIP OF APPLICATION
Explores how knowledge can be applied to aid society/professionals/
communities in addressing problems.
l Involvement with professional bodies.
l Maintenance of professional body status/currency.
l Developing a professional profile, building a CV and/or portfolio of
industry activities/experiences.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship as a student:
l work-based/work-related activity
l independent studies
l employer showcase (demonstrating the knowledge, understanding and
higher-level/transferable skills for employment)
l work placements/development of employability skills
l specific community/work-based research to resolve issues or solve
problems
l using opportunities to question and debate with guest speakers
l presenting at the student and/or national conferences.

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF INTEGRATION
Make connections across disciplines, placing specialities in a larger
context, advancing knowledge through synthesis.
l Leading activities within your curriculum area and influencing collegewide HE developments.
l Participation in college, regional or national development forums.
l Becoming a student representative for committees, validations or ethics
panels.
l Peer observations, support and review.
Additional ways to apply this scholarship as a student:
l sharing ideas/research through academic posters (utilising technical/
industry vocabulary)
l creating mind-concept maps to express the inter-relationship of complex
and contrasting theories
l contributing/sharing ideas through an HE student debating society or
think tank
l producing/performing/exhibiting creative work
l skill sharing/joint projects across subject disciplines/curricula
l volunteering opportunities (to share and extend knowledge base)
l creating a shared student research and scholarship space.
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STEPS TO SCHOLARSHIP
Define
scholarship

l College
definition

Identify
scholarship
practices

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
students and delivery
staff
(Industry skills,
qualifications, research,
curriculum development,
peer observation and
personal portfolios)

l Audit and analysis

Raising HE
profile in FE
colleges

l Publication
l Visible practice

Scholarship
agenda and
engagement

l Research
l Focus groups
l Symposiums

Implementation
of scholarship
projects

l Needs analysis
l Research
l Peer observations

Evaluation
of impact

Employer engagement
(Including college as
employer)
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l Student
engagement
surveys
l Evaluative tools

Sharing/raising
of HE profile

l
l
l
l
l

Research spaces
Conference
Publication
HE Guild
Guest speakers
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SCHOLARSHIP AND RESEARCH
PRACTICES
Research is a fundamental skill that supports the development of your scholarly
profile. When generating any research, you must do so with integrity. This section
contains a set of guiding principles to inform, support and promote the safe
development of educational research for all participants in higher education at
this college. Each college and university will have its own ethical guidance that
will need to be followed.
Following a robust ethical process:
l promotes your safety and that of staff, participants and communities
l ensures that as a researcher (Levels 4-6) you consider your responsibility
to participants, sponsors and other educational professionals
l provides you with a framework to support an open, honest and reliable
research base
l enables you to make appropriate decisions about research methods,
design and implementation procedures
l encourages you to go public with your research, supporting the potential
for progression onto postgraduate study
l strengthens your knowledge and understanding about ethical
considerations and procedures
l enhances your experiences as an HE student and supports good practice
across our HE community
l promotes debate, challenge and new thinking
l ultimately supports the authenticity, reliability and viability of new
research
l complies with the positive working relationship that we have with partner
universities
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RESEARCH ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The two key guiding principles that steer the ethical process at this
college are:
NON-MALFEASANCE: the principle of doing, or permitting, no official
misconduct. It is the principle of doing no harm in the widest sense.
(University of Derby, Policy and Code of Practice on Research Ethics, June 2011)
BENEFICENCE: the requirement to serve the interests and wellbeing of
others, including respect for their rights. It is the principle of doing good
in the widest sense. (University of Derby, Policy and Code of Practice on
Research Ethics, June 2011)
l Ethical clearance is required for all primary research involving human
participants.
l As a researcher you will conform to the college and/or validating
university’s Code of Ethics and that of relevant professional bodies or
associations.
l All research, particularly primary research, needs to be managed in a safe
and caring way for both you, as a researcher, and participant(s).
l All researchers, HE staff and supervisors will operate with honesty,
openness and transparency, implementing clear lines of communication.
l You will conform to and confirm the accuracy of agreed research methods.
l Evaluations will include all research data, including data that did not yield
the intended results, providing a truthful and accurate account of the
research undertaken.
l Researchers are required to respect the work of others, avoid plagiarism
and cite and reference accurately.
l Researchers will not contravene any laws in order to gather information or
create any potential litigations.
l All researched information must be stored securely.
l When researching you must have written consent from the participant to
engage in the research, or informal consent, if deemed appropriate. Under
16s require the informed consent of parents, carers or guardians.
l Participants have the right to be fully informed about the nature of
the research, the right to privacy, anonymity and to withdraw from the
research process at any time.
l As a researcher you will take responsibility for the ethical considerations of
your research, and will be supported in this by HE staff/supervisors.
l HE staff will ensure that you graduate with an awareness of ethical
considerations and an ability to apply this to areas of further study and/or
future careers.
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SCHOLARSHIP AND EMPLOYABILITY
THE IMPORTANCE OF ENGAGING
WITH EMPLOYERS
As an HE student you need to:
l be equipped to recognise and apply knowledge, skills, behaviours and
expertise required in your chosen industry
l be able to make well-informed decisions and plans for the future, using
your scholarship profile to develop and demonstrate the skills needed for
progression
l recognise the importance of transferable/soft skills as a key area to
support employment and express complex ideas and theories to enhance
your qualification
l work with employers to create challenging opportunities that can
contribute to, and enhance, your learning experiences and your ability to
function and express yourself at a higher level
l be able to successfully progress into either appropriate graduate
employment or further higher-level studies.

Employability is having a set of skills, knowledge,
understanding and personal attributes that make a
person more likely to choose and secure occupations in
which they can be satisfied and successful.

Dacre Pool & Sewell, 2007
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THE STUDENT JOURNEY
TO EMPLOYMENT

HIGHER-LEVEL
THINKING
Research projects
Critical thinking
Problem-solving
analysis and
synthesis

WORK ETHICS
Behaviours
Expectations
Preparations
Responsibility

WORK
PLACEMENT
Applying skills
Learning new
skills
STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
VOLUNTEERS
RESEARCHERS
HIGHER-LEVEL
QUALIFICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
OF INDUSTRY
SKILLS

STUDY
SKILLS AND
PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE

SOFT SKILL
DEVELOPMENT
Communication
Decision-making
Leadership
Management of
time/workload

Foundation degrees integrate academic and
work-based learning through close collaboration
between employers and higher education providers.

QAA Foundation Degree Characteristic
Statement, 2015
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APPLYING SCHOLARSHIP TO
SUPPORT EMPLOYABILITY
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: GETTING THE MOST FROM
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Employers want graduates who are committed to self-development. They
may have overcome a difficult obstacle or gone out of their way to learn a
new skill.
l Boyer’s scholarships provide the framework for you to identify
opportunities within your qualification and through wider HE initiatives
to develop yourself and work with others.
COMMUNICATION: LISTENING ACTIVELY AND BEING HEARD
Employers look for people who know how to get their point across clearly,
articulately and professionally. Graduates should be good listeners who are
able to consider other people’s opinions.
l Lead discussions/debates that require critical thinking, using your
research/stimulus materials to develop and apply analysis and synthesis
to your work.
CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION: SEEING NEW OR BETTER
WAYS FORWARD
Successful organisations are fuelled by good ideas. Employers need
graduates who can offer innovative/appropriate suggestions.
l Utilise a range of stimuli to encourage the development of complex
ideas (current news articles, specialist journals, music, lyrics, poetry,
images, photos, artwork etc.) and set yourself challenging targets or
problem-solving tasks.
FLEXIBILITY/RELIABILITY: BEING ADAPTABLE AND DEPENDABLE
Graduates need to show that they can respond to change positively, adapt
quickly and are committed to working productively to a high standard.
l Working with live briefs, experimentation, taking a leadership role and
encouraging team work will support the development of these skills.
ORGANISATIONAL SKILLS: JUGGLING PRIORITIES AND PREPARING
FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Graduates may be expected to take responsibility for their own workload.
Employers need to see that they can succeed under pressure and use their
initiative to deal with the unexpected.
l Set yourself challenging scenarios, tasks and practical problems, to
enable you to practise and develop these skills.
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TEAMWORK: SUPPORTING OTHER PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
The ability to work with others and/or to lead a team is vital to any
organisation. Graduates need to demonstrate teamwork and an ability to
adapt.
l Participate in team-building exercises, projects, organise complex
discussions and debating teams to challenge ideas and behaviours.
PROFESSIONALISM: TAKING PRIDE IN EVERYTHING YOU DO
Employers expect graduates to be committed to delivering the best
standards, adopting the right procedures and maintaining the highest levels
of confidentiality.
l Set targets to mirror, and potentially exceed, industry expectations;
practise these in sessions and monitor your progress.
COMMERCIAL AWARENESS: KNOWING HOW TO ADD VALUE
In industry it is important to understand how the sector works operationally
and the different issues that affect it. Skills need to be applied to add value to
an organisation.
l Industry research, journals, presentations, showcases and critical debates
all raise commercial awareness. Skills audits, live briefs and practical
problem-solving exercises support the development and application of
higher-level skills.

PROBLEM SOLVING/ANALYSIS: LOOKING AT ISSUES FROM A
DIFFERENT ANGLE
Employers need graduates who can analyse information, identify potential
issues and come up with effective solutions.
l Research, live briefs, organising events and challenging personal targets
all contribute to managing issues successfully.

INITIATIVE: THINKING AHEAD AND ON YOUR FEET
Graduates should aim to be confident when suggesting new or different
ways of working or anticipating problems or issues before they arise.
l Confidence through team/individual tasks and using a broad range of
scenarios will enable you to stretch and challenge yourself.
ABILITY TO USE NEW TECHNOLOGIES: AS A TOOL FOR INDUSTRY
Technology is prevalent in the workplace; keeping records, communicating
with others, maintaining accounts or understanding computer systems.
l Utilise a range of different technology to support and extend your
learning.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCHOLARSHIP
This college is committed to scholarship and to building on its current
success as an HE provider, surpassing other colleges nationally in key
NSS (National Student Survey) questions related to student exploration,
challenge and in-depth learning in higher education.

Question

College
%

England
%

+/(points)

#4. My course has challenged me to
achieve my best

87

84

3

#5. My course has provided me with
opportunities to explore ideas or
concepts in depth

84

84

=

#6. My course has provided me with
opportunities to bring information and
ideas together from different topics

87

85

2

#7. My course has provided me with
opportunities to apply what I have learnt

90

82

8

#21. I feel part of a community of staff
and students

75

70

5

#22. I have had the right opportunities to
work with other students as part of my
course

87

84

3

(National Student Survey Results 2016-2017)

There are opportunities for you, as an HE student, to undertake scholarship
activities (in addition to those required on your course) to enhance your
research and employability skills and provide opportunities to develop and
apply the higher-level skills of analysis, synthesis and critical thinking.
Individuals or groups who would like to discuss their ideas for scholarship
need to contact the Scholarship Development Manager (SDM) in the first
instance for guidance and support. The SDM’s contact details are at the back
of this handbook.
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A good head and a good heart are always a
formidable combination. But when you add to that
a literate tongue or pen, then you have something
very special.

Nelson Mandela
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DIARY DATES FOR CONFERENCES
AND SHOWCASES 2017-2018
Sports Undergraduate Research Conference
Tuesday 27 March 2018
Vision University Centre (NG18 5BH)

The University of Derby Post-14 Education Showcase
Saturday 21 April 2018
University of Derby

The East Midlands Scholarship and Research Conference
Friday 27 April 2018
(Derby, venue TBC)

HE Business Management Conference
Thursday 17 May 2018
Vision University Centre (NG18 5BH)

Children and Young People’s Services Employer Forum
May 2018 (Date TBC)
Vision University Centre (NG18 5BH)

Engineering Showcase

Wednesday 23 May 2018
Vision University Centre (NG18 5BH)

Create Arts Fest

Week commencing 11 June 2018
Visual Art and Design Centre, Derby Road campus (NG18 5BH)

Interactive Media EXPO

Week commencing 5 November 2018
Create Theatre, Derby Road campus (NG18 5BH)
Watch out for updates on the Insight breakfast meetings with local
employers.
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FURTHER INFORMATION
SUPPORT
If you would like to discuss the content of this handbook or require support
with either:
l developing your graduate employability skills
l new ideas/activities that will contribute to your professional profile and/or
enhance our HE community
l the development of higher-level skills
then please contact (text needs adding)

Action is the fundamental
key to success.

Pablo Picasso
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Derby Road
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 5BH
0808 100 3626
enquiries@wnc.ac.uk
www.wnc.ac.uk/HE
/visionunicentre
@visionunicentre
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